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Abstract
Purpose: To design and test a wideband multi-channel amplifier system for time reversal (TR) microwave hyperthermia,
operating in the frequency range 300 MHz–1 GHz, enabling operation in both pulsed and continuous wave regimes. This is
to experimentally verify that adaptation of the heating pattern with respect to tumour size can be realised by varying the
operating frequency of the antennas and potentially by using Ultra-wideband (UWB) pulse sequences instead of pure
harmonic signals.
Materials and methods: The proposed system consists of 12 identical channels driven by a common reference signal. The
power and phase settings are applied with resolutions of 0.1 W and 0.1�, respectively. Using a calibration procedure, the
measured output characteristics of each channel are interpolated using polynomial functions, which are then implemented
into a system software algorithm driving the system feedback loop.
Results: The maximum output power capability of the system varies with frequency, between 90 and 135 W with a relative
power error of �6%. A phase error in the order of �4� has been achieved within the entire frequency band.
Conclusions: The developed amplifier system prototype is capable of accurate power and phase delivery, over the entire
frequency band of the system. The output power of the present system allows for an experimental verification of a recently
developed TR-method on phantoms or animals. The system is suitable for further development for head and neck tumours,
breast or extremity applications.

Keywords: amplifier system, annular phased array, feedback control, hyperthermia, time reversal

Introduction

Several clinical phase III trials have shown that an

addition of hyperthermia to radiotherapy or chemo-

therapy leads to improved clinical outcomes [1–7].

Also, a substantial increase in radiosensitisation with

temperature increase has been shown [8, 9] and a

strong correlation between clinical results and ther-

mal dose has been demonstrated [6, 10–13].

Building on these positive results, it is reasonable

to expect that a system that delivers fine-tuned,

narrowly focused power into the tumour will further

improve on present treatment outcomes.

Despite substantial progress in the evolution of

hyperthermia technologies, including computer

codes for detailed numerical modelling used for

treatment planning, and introduction of multiple-

ring multiple-element applicators [14–17] controlled

by highly accurate multi-channel amplifier systems

[16, 18, 19], the heat delivery into deep seated

tumours has been improved only partially. There are

several reports on insufficient temperature increases

within the entire volume of deep-seated tumours

[2–5, 11]. The main limitation is that spatial focusing

is not ideal and leads to problems with hot spot

suppression.

The spatial resolution is limited by the regional

nature of RF systems with single low frequency

excitations. In order to enable sufficient penetration
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depth, the frequencies are typically in the range 70 to

150 MHz. This type of single frequency set-up is

currently the most common for deep-seated tumour

hyperthermia [14, 16, 24, 25]. An exception is the

recently developed HYPERcollar system [17],

designed for head and neck (H&N) tumours and

operating at 434 MHz. Unfortunately, the long

wavelengths corresponding to the low frequencies

mentioned above do not give us the centimetre-scale

spatial control which is needed to compensate for the

vascular cooling in living tissues, in order to deal with

small anatomical structures causing Specific absorp-

tion rate (SAR) inhomogeneities and the associated

hotspots. For further development, it is thus neces-

sary to use higher frequencies, which yield finer

control, but intrinsically lead to challenges with the

penetration depth.

Several numerical parameter studies have demon-

strated [15, 20–23] that the ability to control the

power distribution improves with the number of

antennas. On the assumption that amplitudes and

phases can be optimally adjusted, the higher the

number of antennas, the better the control.

Moreover, the optimal operating frequency increases

with the number of antennas [15, 20, 21]. As a result

of the studies mentioned above, deep hyperthermia

system development is moving from single ring

antenna applicators with limited control of radiation

pattern, through multiple-ring multiple-element sys-

tems based on patient-specific modelling, to site-

specific applicators [17, 24, 25]. With our approach

we continue this trend by developing a flexible

applicator, which is tumour volume-specific rather

than site-specific. In other words, an applicator that

is capable of modifying the focus size depending on

the tumour position and volume. The importance of

the foci spot size adjustments comes from the ability

to restrain hot spots near the tumour, which are

difficult to suppress, at the same time as even SAR

steering may not be able to maintain high tumour

temperatures. An adaptation of the heating pattern

can be realised by varying the operating frequency of

the antennas and potentially by the use of UWB

pulse sequences instead of pure harmonic signals, as

used in the present heating equipment. It has been

shown in numerical studies by Jacobsen, Converse

et al., and Dobšı́ček Trefná et al. [26–28], that UWB

focusing methods offer potential for tighter focusing

and a greater reduction of hot spots compared to

narrowband techniques. In our previous work we

presented a new treatment planning technique [28,

29], based on time-reversal (TR) characteristics of

Maxwell equations, which is applicable for both

continuous and pulsed waves. In order to evaluate

this method experimentally, we have designed and

tested a wideband multi-channel amplifier system

enabling the use of both single frequency and an

UWB pulse regime.

The proposed system, with an overall output

power of about 100 W and an operating frequency

in the range 300 MHz–1GHz, consists of 12 identical

channels driven by a common reference signal. The

selected frequency range comes from our earlier

simulation studies [28, 29], and from the fact that the

system is aimed towards the treatment of H&N

tumours and eventual applications on the breast and

extremities. The reason for choosing the H&N

region is two-fold. Firstly, this region is smaller in

comparison with, for example, the pelvic area, but

still contains complicated structures with areas

requiring protection from heat. Secondly, there is a

clinical need for such applicators since there is only

one, recently introduced, clinical system intended for

the treatment of deep tumours in H&N [17, 30].

Most often hyperthermia treatment in this area is

achieved by superficial techniques, which are not

optimal for deep-seated tumours.

The decision to use 12 channels in the present

prototype was based on the results of our theoretical

study [28], where we showed that 12 antennas

represent a lower limit of acceptable SAR distribu-

tion. This is also in agreement with the choice made

by Paulides et al. [23]. Since the purpose of the

present system is a validation of the TR approach by

phantom measurements, both the number of chan-

nels and output power were chosen to be low.

However, upgrading of the present system to a

clinical version with more channels and high power is

straightforward with the replacement of present

power amplifiers.

Methods

System general description

Figure 1 shows a schematic overview of the designed

system. The oscillator (Agilent, HP 8350, Santa

Clara, CA) generates a pure sinusoidal signal of

power �10 dBm within a frequency spectrum of

300 MHz to 1 GHz. In the pulsed mode, the oscil-

lator is replaced by an impulse generator (Picosecond

Pulse Labs, 3500D, Boulder, CO) producing

sequential Gaussian pulses at the power level

�10 dBm within a specified frequency range. The

low power signal is then pre-amplified by a 26-dB

medium power amplifier (MPA) (MiniCircuits,

ZFL-1000VH2, Brooklyn, NY) before being split

into the 12 channels using a microwave power

divider (Pulsar Microwave, P12-03-409, Clifton,

NJ).

The function of the MPA is two-fold. Firstly, it

compensates for the decrease of around 16 dB on the

path from the generator to the input power amplifiers

176 H. Dobšı́ček Trefná et al.
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(PA). The signal attenuation comes predominantly

from the power divider, which reduces the signal

amplitudes by 12, and from the cable losses and

insertion losses of the components.

Secondly, utilisation of the MPA allows the use of

the oscillator at low power output, reducing signif-

icantly the harmonic distortions of the generated

signal.

The phase in each path can be adjusted by an 8-bit

digital phase-shifter with constant time delay for the

frequency band used ((Pulsar Microwave, DST-101-

480/1 S). Those phase shifters operate in the range 0�

to 360� with a minimal resolution of �1.4� at centre

frequency (650 MHz). The signal is then amplified

by a voltage-controlled power amplifier (PA)

(EMPower RF Systems, 1043-BBM2C4AAJ,

Inglewood, CA) with the frequency- dependent max-

imum output power in the range 10–12 W. The PA

output is connected to the antenna applicator

through a bidirectional coupler (Pulsar Microwave,

CS30-TBD) with a 30-dB coupling factor. The side

arms of all bi-directional couplers in the forward

direction are connected to a 12-channel RF switch

(Charter Engineering, SP12T, Pinellas Park, FL)

with a switching time lower than 20 ms. The

common output of the switch is connected to an

in-house built power and phase detector, and com-

pared with the reference signal (channel 1). The

power and phase detector is developed around the

AD8302 (Analog Devices, Norwood, MA), which

measures both the gain and absolute phase difference

between 0� and 180�. The design of the phase

comparator operating in full phase range of 360� is

described elsewhere [19]. The power reflected from

each antenna is measured by power detectors

(Eclipse Microwave, EZR0120), connected to the

second arm of the bi-directional coupler. It provides

information on the quality of the impedance match-

ing of the antennas and serves to protect the system.

When the reflected power exceeds 50% of the

requested power level in the channel, the system is

automatically turned off. All the microwave compo-

nents are connected using low-loss cables (Amska

Cable, Harbour SS402, Nykvarn, Sweden) with a

guaranteed attenuation lower than 0.75 dB/m up to

1 GHz.

The system is fully controlled by a personal

computer, interfaced with a graphical environment

NI Labview version 8.5 with implemented Matlab

routines. The hardware is controlled through three

data acquisition modules (DAQ). The first, digital

module (NI USB-6509) provides control of the

phase shifters, while the voltage controlled PA is

driven through the analogue outputs of the second

module (NI PCI-670). Data acquired from power

detectors and phase comparators is transferred to the

analogue inputs of the third module (NI USB-6259).

This design is capable of fully controlling 16 chan-

nels, intended for the clinical version of the system.

In the present version, the remaining free ports can

be used to implement additional functions, such as

automatic control of local oscillator or temperature

control of water bolus and a thermometer sheet.

System calibration

The system has been designed to operate in a wide

frequency range, which implies that frequency-

Figure 1. Wideband hyperthermia system block diagram. PC: personal computer, DAQ: data acquisition module.
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dependent phenomena occur. Power level fluctua-

tions and non-linearities associated with signal

amplification, insertion losses of the components,

cable attenuation and different phase delays along

the channels, are examples. To compensate for these

effects, a channel-wise calibration procedure, taking

into account wide frequency range, has been devel-

oped. Since all channels are expected to operate at

different power levels, the most important effects to

compensate for are the large, power-dependent

phase distortions caused by the PA.

The calibration procedure is based on complex

S21 parameter measurements of each system chan-

nel, using a vector network analyser (VNA)

(E8362B, Agilent) as shown in Figure 2. Port 1 of

the VNA is connected to the input of the MPA

instead of the local oscillator, and generates a

sinusoidal signal which frequency cyclically increases

from 300 MHz to 1 GHz in steps of 1 MHz during

the calibration process. The frequency resolution

of the calibration is thus 1 MHz. The output power is

the same as in standard configuration with the local

oscillator, i.e. �10 dBm.

Port 2 is coupled to the output of the channel

under calibration, through a 60-dB attenuator

(Pasternack Enterprises, Irvine, CA). The power

amplifier driving voltage (VVA) is now successively

increased from the minimum value of 2.5 V to the

maximum of 5 V, in steps of 0.1 V. The S21

measurements with an averaging factor of 16 (i.e.

average of 16 single measurements) are performed

for each value of VVA and saved in a calibration file.

This procedure is then reiterated for each of the 12

system channels.

The power and phase output characteristics are

then calculated from the measured S21 parameters

and approximated by polynomial functions. This

approach results in significantly faster performance

of the system software than using look-up tables.

While searching for a function which would approx-

imate our measured data, we have noticed that it is

advantageous to split the data into two parts and

polynomially interpolate the two parts separately.

This resulted in a better overall fit and numerically

simpler functions. A number of polynomial functions

were studied. The goal was to minimise the maxi-

mum residuals between the measured output char-

acteristic and approximation polynomials. This is

discussed in some detail in the next section.

Results

Power and phase characteristics approximation

Figure 3 shows the maximum approximation errors

for the power and phase characteristics for different

polynomial orders. Each curve indicates the maxi-

mum approximation error among all measured

frequency points and all the 12 system channels for

the different VVA values.

Interpolation of the power output by a single

polynomial function gives us errors higher than 10%

for low output power values. In the case of phase

output, the approximation errors reach 2.5�. Such

large inaccuracies are not acceptable and therefore

we split the data into two parts and interpolate them

separately. For approximation of power characteris-

tics we define the low amplitude part from 2.5 V to

3.4 V and the high amplitude part from 3.4 V to 5 V.

Thus the transition happens at 3.4 V. The transition

point for the phase characteristic approximation is

located slightly higher at 3.5 V. In order to achieve

continuity in the overall approximation function, the

approximated characteristics at the transition points

are constrained to the corresponding measured

value. This explains the reduction of errors to zero

at transition points.

As can be seen in Figure 3A, the smallest approx-

imation error in power characteristics is obtained by

using a ninth order polynomial in the low power

regime and a twelfth order polynomial for high

powers. The maximum approximation error is less

than 0.09 W. Figure 3B demonstrates the maximum

approximation error in fitting of phase output char-

acteristics. The tenth order polynomial functions

provide the best fit in both low and high power

regimes, resulting in a maximum approximation

error of 0.19�, with a mean of 0.01�.

System output

Measurements of the maximum output power of the

system revealed substantial differences between the

different system channels. Figure 4 shows the mea-

sured maximum output power for all the system

channels as a function of the operating frequency.

The output power ranges from a minimum of 7.53 W

at 852 MHz on channel 2, to a maximum of 11.3 W

at 513 MHz on channel 11. The maximum and

Figure 2. Block diagram of the calibration set-up. VNA:
Vector Network Analyser, MPA: Medium Power
Amplifier, Power Div: Power divider, PA: Power
Amplifier, VVA: power amplifier driving voltage.
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Figure 3. Absolute power and phase approximation errors (maximum) considering all system channels in the entire
working frequency band for different order of approximation polynomials. Note that maximum power output varies from
7.53 W to 10.27 W.

Figure 4. Maximum output power values for all the system channels in the working frequency band. The black dotted line
represents maximum output power of power balanced system.
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minimum variations between channels are 19.3% at

920 MHz and 7.8% at 391 MHz, respectively. The

mean value within the entire working frequency band

is 12.1%.

In order to achieve a ‘consistent operation’ of the

system, we constrain the maximum power output of

all channels to equal the maximum output power of

the channel with the minimum power level for each

particular frequency. The maximum output power of

balanced system then ranges from 7.53 W at

852 MHz to 10.27 W at 563 MHz. The maximum

variation within the working frequency band

is 26.7%.

Power accuracy

The power accuracy of the system was estimated

from the forward power measurements by using an

EMC analyser (E7402A, Agilent). The measure-

ments at four selected frequencies (434, 650, 800

and 1000 MHz) were carried out for all 12 channels.

The power was increased from 1 W to 10 W or to the

maximum available power for the actual frequency in

steps of 1 W. The phase target setting was kept at 0�.

The power error was then defined as the difference

between the power readings of the EMC and the

requested power level.

All the system channels were found to perform in a

similar manner, and therefore only the results for

channel 7 are presented, representing the worst-case

scenario. Figure 5A shows the relationship between

the measured power and the nominal power level for

channel 7. The relative difference between the

requested and measured power is presented in

Figure 5B. The relative difference between the

requested and measured power varies with fre-

quency. The maximum difference is found to stay

within the range �6% for low power levels and

within the range �4% in the case of high power

levels.

Phase accuracy

The phase accuracy was estimated from measure-

ment configuration similar to that of the calibration,

i.e. by measuring S21 parameters between the system

input and the system output. The measurement was

undertaken in steps of 10� in the range �180� þ 180�

for three different power levels (1 W, 5 W, 10 W)

using four different frequencies (434, 650, 800 and

1000 MHz). As for the power measurements, all the

channels behave in a similar manner and therefore

only the results for channel 3 are presented, repre-

senting the worst-case scenario.

Figure 6 shows the relative phase errors over the

entire phase range, at four selected frequencies. At

the centre frequency (650 MHz), the difference

between the requested and measured phases is

�1.4�. At the edges of the frequency band

(300 MHz, 1 GHz), this inaccuracy increased to

Figure 5. Measured output power characteristics for Channel 7 at four different working frequencies. (A) The measured
power versus the nominal power level. (B) Relative difference between the measured and the nominal power level plotted,
versus the nominal power level.
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�4�. These errors are power-independent as illus-

trated in Figure 7, which shows an almost constant

phase error for three different power level settings at

frequency 434 MHz.

It can also be seen from Figures 6 and 7 that the

full phase range of 360� is not achieved for the

frequency of 434 MHz. This is the case for all

frequencies below the centre frequency of the

system, which can be attributed to the phase shifters

used in the system. For the pulse-operating mode,

the component must keep a constant time delay over

the whole frequency range. Due to the linear relation

between the phase � and time delay Dt (�¼!�Dt),

the phase range is smaller than 360� for frequencies

below centre frequency, as it is larger than 360� for

frequencies above centre frequency.

Discussion

In this paper we have presented the design and

characteristics of a wideband, multi-channel system

prototype for deep hyperthermia treatment operating

at a frequency range of 300 MHz to 1 GHz. The

system has been designed to enable both continuous

and UWB operation modes in order to experimen-

tally verify the potential advantages of the UWB

approach. The selected frequency range originates

from our simulation studies [28, 29] and from the

fact that the system is aimed at the treatment of H&N

tumours and eventual applications on the breast and

extremities.

Contrary to most of the present clinical amplifier

systems [16, 18, 19], which employ the specifically

designed direct digital synthesisers (DDS) with a set

number of channels, the excitation signal in the

proposed prototype is generated by a common

generator and then split into 12 paths by a power

divider. This approach enables application of both

continuous and pulsed wave regimes by using either

a local oscillator or an impulse generator.

Furthermore, the modularity of this structure

allows for cost effective incorporation of extra chan-

nels. The power and the phase of each channel is

adjustable channel-wise, by independent digital

phase shifters and voltage controlled power

amplifiers.

In order to ensure system accuracy, power level

fluctuations and non-linearities associated with signal

amplification have been compensated for by a

calibration procedure based on measurements of

the complex S21 parameters. The output character-

istics of each channel were measured with a VNA of

1 MHz frequency resolution and approximated by

polynomial functions with the maximum absolute

approximation power error of 1.2%, while the

maximum phase error reached 0.2�.

The performance of the system was determined by

using external, highly accurate measurement devices,

a VNA and an EMC analyser. As a result of the

calibration procedure, the relative power error is

within �6% over the entire frequency band of the

system. The phase inaccuracy is within �4� for all

power levels throughout the entire frequency band of

the system. The system accuracy is comparable with

present clinical systems [16, 18, 19] both in terms of

power and phase output, within the entire wide

frequency band of the system.

The overall output power of the system varies with

frequency, between 90 W at 852 MHz and 135 W at

513 MHz. The decrease in amplifier output in

frequency range of 720–880 MHz, given by lower

gain of the power amplifiers, might negatively affect

the pulse regime of the system. A simulation study

will be performed in order to quantify distortion of

Figure 6. Measured output phase characteristics for
channel 3 at four different frequencies considering a
power output of 5 W. PSresol is minimal phase shifter
resolution.

Figure 7. Measured output phase characteristics for
channel 3 at three different power levels at frequency
f¼ 434 MHz.
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heating pattern with malformed pulses. Depending

on the results of this study, the maximum power

output of all channels can be constrained to the

minimum power level in whole frequency range.

It should be noted that both overall output power

of about 100 W as well as output power per channel

of about 10 W is insufficient for the intended clinical

application. The purpose of the present system is a

validation of the TR approach by phantom measure-

ments and eventually animal experiments. However,

upgrading of the present system to a clinical version

with more channels and high power is straightfor-

ward with the replacement of present power ampli-

fiers with market-available, more powerful models.

The overall performance of the upgraded system is

expected to be comparable with the present system in

terms of both power and phase accuracy, as a result

of calibration procedure.

An additional phase shifter with a phase range of

0�180� will eventually be introduced in order to

allow for the use of the system in full phase range in

the continuous case. However, this will happen only

if CW regime shows better performance than UWB

regime in terms of heating pattern.

The systematic stability of the calibration over time

[19, 31] has not yet been established, since the system

is not yet meant for clinical use and is not housed in an

air-conditioned room. The calibration is nowadays

performed before each experimental session. An

automatic calibration routine will be implemented

and performed with a periodicity which should

guarantee output errors within acceptable levels over

time. This calibration periodicity will be determined

with multiple sections of calibration tests separated

in time.

Conclusions

In this paper we have presented the design and

characteristics of a wideband, multi-channel system

prototype for deep hyperthermia treatment operating

at a frequency range of 300 MHz to 1 GHz with an

overall output power between 90 W to 135 W,

enabling operation in both pulsed and continuous

wave regimes.

The developed amplifier system prototype is capa-

ble of accurate power and phase delivery, over the

entire frequency band of the system. It therefore

enables a validation of the multi-frequency and UWB

techniques by phantom or animal experiments, in

contrast to presently used single frequency

approaches. We expect that introduction of a UWB

system offers the potential for tighter focusing and a

greater reduction of hot spots compared to narrow-

band techniques.
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